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28 An abstract algebraic model for the 
transformation theory of Jacobian oscillatory 
differential equations 
28.1 Structure of the group of second order regular matrices over the real number field 
Let Wl be the group of regular second-order matrices (i.e. 2 x 2 square matrices) 
over the field R of real numbers. We first observe that the group 9LR contains the sub-
group SR0 consisting of all elements of M with positive determinant. This is invariant 
in SR and has index 2; the factor group 5Ji/$R0 consists therefore of two classes, SfJl0 
and M±. Moreover, the group 2R contains the subgroup 11 consisting of all unimodular 
elements. 
The centre (£ of 9JJ consists of all matrices /iE = [L ) ; here /i e R (// r/- Q) and 
п is the unit element of 951; (£ is invariant in 501. Moreover, (I contains 
the subgroup (£0 consisting of all matrices XE with X > 0; this subgroup (£0 is in-
variant in SR and has index 2 in (E; the factor group (£/(£0 consists of two classes, 
«0? C-, 
Any class Me StR/G comprises all matrices of the form /iM where /i e R (/i ^ 0) 
and M is an arbitrary element of M. The determinants of all matrices of M have the 
same sign, namely sgn det M, and M<= yjlQ or M ^ M± according as MeSJl0 or 
M e M± respectively. 
The class M separates into two disjoint sets M0, M\ e SDt/dt0; i.e. M = M0 u Mu 
M0 n Mx = 0. If M0 contains the matrix M then M± contains the matrix —A/. The 
set Ma (a = 0, 1) consists of all matrices of the form X (— l)
aM, with X > 0. Both sets 
Mo- Mi are simultaneously contained either in 9CR0 or in M1. In each of these sets Ma 
there is precisely one unimodular matrix Ua (e U), namely 
V (abs det M) 
and both matrices L70, f/x obviously have the same determinant, sgn det M. 
28.2 An abstract phase group 
Let © be an abstract group with the properties 1, 2(a), (b), (c) set out below: 
(1) © contains a subgroup ©0, invariant in it, of index 2. 
The factor group ®/©0 thus consists of two classes, ©0 and G±. For a e © we 
write sgn a' = 1 or sgn a' = —1 according as ae ©0 or ae Gx. Thus we have, 
for a, 6e ©, 
sgn (ab)f = sgn af • sgn b' (28 J ) 
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(2) © contains a subgroup (£ with the following properties (a), (b), (c): 
(a) the centre 3 of ® n ®o is ^ infinite cyclic group with generator c, (i.e. 3 = 
{cv}, cv = c
v, v = 0, ± 1 , ±2 , . . . , C! = c) and for every two elements ee ©, 
cv e 3 t/iere holds the relation 
CCV = Cv S g n e ' C (Zo*Z) 
We note that every element cve 3 commutes with every element e e S n ffi0, 
i.e. ecv = cve, and "anticommutes" with every element e e (£ n Gl9 that is to 
say ecv = c_„ve. 
It follows from (2) that 3 is invariant in (£. The group 3 contains the sub-
group 3o? consisting of all the elements c2v, i.e. 3o <= 3 ; 3o = {e2v}« 3o is 
invariant in 6 and has index 2 in 3 ; the factor group 3/3o consists of the 
two classes 3o? Z±. 
Every class ee (E/3 consists of all those elements eve, where v == 0, ± 1 , ±2 , 
. . . and e is an arbitrary element of e: e = {cve}. Since sgn c'v = 1, it follows 
that sgn (cve)' = sgn e', and consequently e <= ©0 or e <= Gi according as 
ee®0 or eeGx. The class e separates into two disjoint sets eQ, e±e (5/3o> 
(i.e. e = e0 u el5 e0 n e± = 0) . If e0 contains the element e (e (£) then e± 
contains the element c±e (e (£). The set ea (a = 0, 1) coincides with the totality 
of elements e2v+ae- ea = {e2v+ae}? and both sets e0, ex are simultaneously con-
tained either in ©0 or in Gls 
In what follows we shall make use of the following notation: 
For e e g w e denote by e that class of (£/3o which contains the element e; 
that is, e e e = 3o^ = {e2v}e = {e2ve} = ®/3o- Naturally, we also have 
3oe = e3o = e{c2v} = {ec2v}ed/3o* Similarly, for MeWl we denote by M 
that class of S0l/Go which contains the matrix M: Me M = (£0M = {A2?}A/ 
= {XM} e aR/C0 (A > 0), and at the same time G0M = Meo = M{XE} = 
{MA}G»I/C;0. 
(b) 77?ere exists an isomorphic mapping ST of 6/3o o n SR/So> w/tA the following 
properties (i), (ii): 
(i) For e e ee (£/3o> Me M = ^eeWlj^0, we have sgn *?' = sgn det M. 
The isomorphism -^ induces a homomorphic mapping M" of S on U, 
defined as follows: for e e e e G/3o> w e have Jfe = U n ^ c ; thus Jfe is the 
unimodular matrix contained in the class e^ee9Jt/(£0. Obviously, ^ f is a 
mapping onto U; we see that it is homomorphic by the following argument: 
from el9 e2 e 6 it follows that 
jfeiJtre2 = (U n ^ " ^ X U n J e 2 ) = 1 1 0 ^ ' - T e 2 = 
and on taking account of (ii) we obtain 
^c2v+a = (-\fE (v = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , a = 0,1). (28.3) 
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We also have, for e e (£, 
&S = {X^fe}, (X > 0). (28.4) 
Finally, we observe that the union of the ^ -maps of every two classes 
e09 eie(£/3o> whose union forms a class ee(S/3> (i.e. e0 u ex = e e £ / 3 ) , 
represents a class M e SR/(£: 
^ e 0 u ^ e ! = Me9Jl/(£ 
(c) T/fe normalizer 9l(g of(£ m © coincides with £ : Sfe = (£. 
We give the name abstract phase group to a group © with the above properties 
1, 2(a), (b), (c). A subgroup (£ of this with the properties 2(a), (b), (c) we designate a 
fundamental subgroup of ©. The elements of © are called abstract phases, but for 
brevity we generally omit the attribute "abstract" in this connection. 
28.3 Linear Vector Spaces 
We now introduce the notation A = ©/r(£. 
Let a e A. If a e a is given arbitrarily, then every element of a has the form ea, 
for a unique e e (£; conversely ea, with e an arbitrary clement of (£, represents an ele-
ment of a. 
Our object now is to associate simply with every element liela linear vector space 
L- of dimension 2 over the field R; this gives us a system L of two-dimensional linear 
vector spaces over R with, naturally, card L = card A, Every basis of L5 is an ordered 
pair of elements, U, Ve L5; this will frequently be written in the matrix form I I . 
If B is a given basis of L-- then every basis of L^ has the form MB, for a uniquely 
determined matrix Me 9JI; conversely MB, for any matrix Me 9Ji, represents a basis 
ofLs. 
Now we assume that between phases, on the one hand, and the bases of the linear 
vector spaces L^ e L on the other hand, there are the following relations: 
For every class de A and L - e L we have the following properties: 
With every phase aed there is associated a system Ba of bases of L- such that 
(a) the individual bases ofBa are constant positive multiples of any one of them, 
(b) for e e (g we have Bea = M"e • Ba. 
From (a) it follows that, given any B e Ba, we have Ba = {XB}, A > 0, while (b) gives, 
on taking account of (3), 
B V a = (-l)
VB e a (* = 0, ± 1, ± 2 , . . .). 
Moreover, for B e Ba and Me StR, 
MBeB e a , (28.5) 
in which e = ^~~lM. 
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It follows from the above assumptions that to every aea there corresponds a basis 
system Ba of L- with the properties (a), (b). Conversely, every basis system B of L-, 
whose elements differ from one another by a constant positive multiple, coincides 
with a basis system Ba. For, given arbitrary elements be a, B e B, Bbe Bb there 
correspond elements Me 931, e = ,9"'1M such that B = MBbeBeb (from (5)) and 
consequently B = Ba (a = eb). 
If B G Ba, then we call a a phase of B; we also say that B admits of or possesses the 
phase a, and express this by the notation B = Ba. If b is also a phase of B, then there 
exists a n e e ® with b = ea and we have Ba = Bea = JfVBa„ Consequently J fe = E 
and also e = c2v for some appropriate v ( = 0, ± 1 , ±2 , . . .); as a consequence, 
h = c2vae !^0a; conversely, every element of 3o
a represents a phase of B. Clearly, 
every basis of a system Ba admits of the same phases and these are precisely the 
elements of the class 3o^« This class, which is obviously an element of ®/r3o5 is 
called the phase system of the basis B. 
28.4 Quasinorms 
We now assume that with every basis B ofhTl there is associated a non-zero real number 
I LB ||, known as the quasinorm ofB, satisfying the conditions: 
(a) sgn ||B|| = — sgna', 
(b) ||MB|| = det Af • ||B[|, 
where a is a phase ofB and M an arbitrary matrix ofW. 
We now show that 
1. A basis B is uniquely determined if we are given one of its phases and its quasinorm. 
For, let one phase a and the quasinorm ||B|| of a basis B be specified. Let us choose 
a basis Ba e Ba. Then we have B = ABa for some X > 0, and condition (b) above 
then shows that ||B|| = P||BJ|, whence X = y^abs ||B||/abs ||BJ|). Hence B is 
uniquely determined as 
B -ÅШҺ 
Corresponding to every k e R (k -£ 0) with sgn k = —sgn a', every basis system Ba 
contains precisely one basis B with quasinorm k, namely 
lt absfc \ 
B = V ISslBJ) B" 
in which Ba is an arbitrarily chosen basis in Ba. 
For, let Be Ba and ||B|| = k; then B = ABa (X > 0), so k = A
2||BJ|, whence 
necessarily (since sgn k = sgn ||BJ|), X = -\/(abs k/abs ||BJ|). This establishes the 
assertion. 
In particular, every basis system Ba contains precisely one basis with the quasi-
norm — sgn a'. This we call the unit basis in Ba and use for it the notation tMa; 
that is, 
ma = (l/Vabs IIBJQ Ba. 
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28.5 Kummer transformations of bases 
Let us take a basis B of L5 and an element x e ©; with these we are going to associate 
another basis, of some suitable vector space Ls which we shall denote by B o x. 
We choose a phase a of B and specify, by definition, 
B o x G BaX3 ||B o x|| = ||B|| sgn x'. 
The basis B o x thus admits of the phase ax and has quasinorm ||B|| sgn x'; these 
specifications serve to determine it uniquely, by § 28.4, 1. Since B(C2va)X = BC2v(ax) = 
^"c2vBax = Baj, the basis B o x is independent of the choice of a. 
Let b be the class of ©/r(E containing the element ax, i.e. axe be ®/r(£, so B o x 
is a basis of L^. Let us choose beb and Bbe Bb. Clearly, there is a unique element 
e e (£ with the property that 
ax = eb 
and we have 
Ba , = Beb = ^e\\ = {A,reBJ, (I > 0). 
Since sgn ||B|| sgn xf = —sgn a' sgnx ' = —sgn (ax)', the system Bax contains pre-
cisely one basis with quasinorm ||B|| sgn x\ which coincides with B o x (see § 28.4, 1). 
Using (6), we obtain 
B o , - / « 5 M W (28.7) 
The basis B o x may thus be represented explicitly by the formula (7). 
The operation o thus starts from any basis B of L5 and any element x e © and 
associates with them the basis B o x of Lg; we call this operation the Kummer trans-
formation ofB with x, and B o x is itself called the Kummer transform ofB with x. 
Obviously, 
B o x = V(abs ||B||)Jfe^&, a o x = 3tfe0ih 
are special cases of (7). 
The only properties of the Kummer transformation which we here need to em-
phasize are the following: 
Let B be a basis of L-, x, y arbitrary elements of © and M e 9H. Then 
1. B o (xj) = (B o x) o y. 
For, let a be a phase of B; then B o (xy) admits of the phase a(xy) and has the 
quasinorm ||B|| sgn (xy)'. But (B o x) o y admits of the phase (ax)y and has the 
quasinorm (||B|| sgn x') sgny', so our statement follows by § 28.4, 1. 
2. (MB) o x = M(B o x). 
For, MB has the phase ea, with e = ^r™1M (by (5)), hence (MB) o x has the 
phase (ea)x and the quasinorm of (MB) o x is ||MB|| sgn x' = det M||B|| sgn xf. 
But M(B o x) has the phase e(ax) and quasinorm ||M(B o x)|| = det M||B o x|| = 
det M||B|| sgn x\ and the statement follows by § 28.4, 1. 
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28.6 Kummer transformations of elements 
Now we extend the concept of Kummer transformation to the transformation of 
elements of Lj. 
Let F e JL5 and x e © be arbitrary elements of the sets indicated, We select a basis 
B of L5; we can then represent Y uniquely with respect to this basis B by means of 
appropriate coordinates ft, ft—that is to say, in the form 
F = ( f t , f t ) B . 
We now write, by definition, 
F o x = ( f t , f t ) (Box ) . 
Thus the operation o serves to transform Finto an element Y o x of the vector space 
Lg containing the basis B o x. We call this operation o the Kummer transformation of 
Y with x3 and F o x itself the Kummer transform of Y with x. 
Next we show that F o x is independent of the choice of B. For, let C be another 
basis of L^; then we have 
Y=(Yl,y2)C 
for uniquely determined yl9 y2 e R. Moreover, there is an M e W such that B = MC 
and we have 
(yl9 y2)C = F = (ft, ft)B = (ft, ft)MC, 
hence 
(yi, ya) = (Pu MM. 
Then, on taking account of § 28,5, 2, 
Y o x = (Vl9 y2)(C o x) = [(ft, ft)M](C o x) = 
= (ft, ft)[M(C o x)] = (ft, ft)[(MC) o x] = 
= (ft, ft)(B o x), 
which shows that F o x is independent of the choice of B. 
28.7 Abstract dispersions 
This paragraph introduces the concept of abstract dispersions; sub-paragraphs (A) 
and (B) are preliminary to the definition in sub-paragraph (C) of such dispersions 
and a study of some of their properties. For convenience, the main results are num-
bered as Lemmas 1 to 6. 
Throughout, by the term "classes" we mean elements of @/r(S. The subgroup of © 
conjugate with (g with respect to a e © will be denoted by ©a, thus ©a = or
 1{£a. 
(A) Kummer complexes: 
Let a, b, A, B be elements of ©* 
Lemma L The relationship 
A-i&a = B"1®) (28.8,) 
holds if and only if B — EA, b = ea9 where £ , e e S . 
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Proof (i) from B = EA, b = ea and E, e e (g it follows that 
(ii) From (8) we have 
and also 
This gives 
(BA-1)® =* fyba-1) 
BA™1 = e0(6fl"*), where e0 e <g. (28.9) 
(ba-1)'1^-1)**®. 
Clearly, baml is contained in the normalizer 9t(g. On taking account of § 28,2, (2) (c) 
it follows that ba^1 = e e 6 and, from (9), BA"1 = Ee € (E = <?0e). We thus have 
B = FL4, b = ea and the proof is complete. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that to every ordered pair of classes A, a there corresponds 
a well-defined subset of ©, namely K(A, a) = A"1(&a9 this subset being independent 
of the choice of the elements A, a in the classes A, a; we call this subset K(A, a) the 
Kummer complex of A, a. 
Lemma 2. The Kummer complex K (A, a) is characterized by the property of being the 
unique common element of the two partitions ®/iUaJ ®/rUA-
Proof Obviously we have 
A-^a = (A'^a'1^) = (A'tyUa, 




Thus K(A, a) occurs as an element in both partitions ©/zUa, ®/rU4. But by a known 
result in group theory ([2*]), the hypothesis of § 28.2, (2)(c) implies that these partitions 
contain precisely one common element, which thus coincides with K(A, a). We thus 
have the relation 
K(A, a) = (5/\Ua n %/rUA 
and the proof is complete. 
In particular, taking A = a, we see that the Kummer complex of a, a coincides with 
the subgroup Ua, i.e. K(d, a) = Ua (aed). This permits us to write, conveniently, U5 
in place of Ua. 
(B) The centre % ofUE n ®0 
Now let us consider the centre 3s of the subgroup Uu n ®0 (
c ®). 
Lemma 5. For aed we have 
3s = a-^a. 
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Proof, (i) Letfe 3^ ; thenf= a~ xe0a for some appropriate element e0 e (£, sgn e0 = 1. 
Moreover, f commutes with every element xeU- n ©0, i.e. every x of the form x = 
a~xea9 where eE (£, sgn e* = 1. Hence 
-x/" = {a~1ea)(a~1effl) = a~\ee0)a9 
fx = (a"™1e0a)(a""
1ea) = c r 1 ^ ^ ; 
consequently ee0 = e0e\ Hence e 0 e 3 and, finally,f= r ^ a e r ^ a . 
(ii) Let fEfr : 13^, i.e.f= amle0a where e 0
e 3 is some appropriate element. Then 
for every ee(E, sgn <?' = -1 and we have ee0 = e0e, whence (a~
1ea)(a~1eQa) = 
(a~1eQd)(a~
1ed). Thus f commutes with every element xeU5n ©0, i.e. xf — fx9 
and the proof is complete. 
From Lemma 3, the centre 3g of H5 n ®0 is an infinite cyclic group with generators 
a~xca9 a~
xc~^a9 i.e. % = {dT
1^}, Cv = c
v, v = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , cx = c. The indi-
vidual elementsfv = a r
1 ^ a e 3 S depend on the particular element ae a as follows: 
for !i = e a , e e g we have b~ 1cvb = <r V" \cve)a = a™
 xe~ \ecv 3gn e)a = AT
 acv sgn c, a = 
Jv sgn e'* 
(C) Abstract general and special dispersions: abstract central dispersions. 
(1) We shall apply the term abstract general dispersions of A, a to the elements of 
K(A, d)9 but omit the attribute "abstract" when convenient. A general dispersion x of 
A, a thus has the form x = A~1ea where A9 a are arbitrary elements of A, a and e is 
an appropriate element of (£. 
Let ./f, a be arbitrary classes and LA, L^ the corresponding linear vector spaces. 
Lemma 4, The Kummer transform B oxofa basis B o/L^ wtl/i- all element xe® isa 
basis ofL^ if and only ifx is a general dispersion of A, a. 
Proof Let B = BA, A e A and aed. 
(i) Assume that xe® has the above property; then Ax = ea9 e e g and conse-
quently x = A~ 1ea e K(A, a). 
(ii) Let xeK(l,d), that is x--A~xea9 ee(£. Then Ax == A(A~
xea)-= eaea9 
whence B o x = Bea is a basis of L5, This proves the Lemma. 
A corollary of Lemma 4 is that the Kummer transform of an element Ye LA with a 
general dispersion x of A, a is an element OfLH, i.e. Y o xe L-. 
(2) We shall apply the term (abstract) special dispersions of a (or merely dispersions 
of a) to the elements of K(a9 a). A special dispersion x of a has thus the form x = 
or xea where a is an arbitrary element of a and e an appropriate element of 05. 
Lemma 5. 77ie Kummer transform B o x of a basis B of LE witA a« element xe® is 
itself a basis ofLg if and only ifx is a special dispersion of a, 
Clearly, this is a special case of Lemma 4. In particular, the Kummer transform of 
an element Ye Lg with a special dispersion x of a is itself an element ofLE, i.e. Y o xe 
(3) We shall apply the term (abstract) central dispersions of a, more briefly, central 
dispersions, to the elements of 3i-
Given a fixed element a in the class a9 and the generating element c of 3» we can 
associate with every central dispersion fe 3 5 a unique integer v9 known as the index 
off by means of the formulaf= a~1cva; we then writef = f. For a different choice 
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of a or c, the index v of/either remains unchanged or else changes sign to become —v. 
Hence, clearly, the parity of the index of every central dispersion is independent of 
the choice of the elements a, c. 
Lemma 6. The Kummer transform B o x of a basis B of LH with an element x e © 
coincides with B or — B if and only ifx is a central dispersion of a with even or odd index, 
respectively, i.e. 
Bofv = (^l)m. 
Proof (i) Le t / = f e 3o- Then af = a(a" lcva) = cva, and hence, using(28.3), B o / = 
JfcvB = ( - l )
v B, 
(ii) Let xe © and B O J C = ( - l ) a B, a = 0, 1. Then ax = ea and J^e = (-l)*E 
(B = B0). Hence e = c2u + m p integral, and also x = a""
1c2li + aa = / 2 w + a . 
It follows from Lemma 6 that the Kummer transform of an element Y o L3 with a 
central dispersion f of a coincides with either Y or — Y in the sense that 
Yof = (^1)VF, (v = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . ) (28.10) 
28,8 Realization of the abstract model in terms of analytical transformation theory 
Our object now is to obtain a realization of the above abstract model in terms of the 
transformation theory of oscillatory differential equations (q). To do this, we must 
interpret the model elements, considered in 28,1-28.6 above, in this realization. 
First, however, we introduce the symbol S$(t) to stand for the particular basis of 
the differential equation (—1)—that is, the equation y" = —y, tej = (—oo, oo)— 
formed by the elements sin t, cos t« Then for any phase e(t) of (—1) we have, by 
formula (21.10), the relationship 
_L_Jfe(0=Jre^(0, 
V F ( 0 I 
where Jfe is a uniquely determined unimodular matrix; det J fe = sgn e\t). 
In our realization of the abstract model, the various elements must be interpreted 
as follows: 
©: the phase group described in § 10.1. 
©0: the subgroup comprising the increasing elements of the phase group, 
(£: the fundamental subgroup defined in § 10.3. 
3 : the infinite cyclic group with generator t + TT, that is, {t + VTT}, (v = 0, ± 1 , 
±2,.. .). 
3o" the infinite cyclic group {t + 2vn). 
&"\ the operator such that for every phase e(t) of (—1) and e = {e(t) + 2v7r}9 
we have <Te = {A Jf£?}, X > 0. 
a: the set of all first phases of the differential equation (qa) with qa(t) = 
—{a3t} — a
f2(t% a(t)ea. 
L^: the integral space of (qa). 
K 
||B||: the Wronskian of B. 
ivmM A>0-
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We leave it to the reader to verify that the properties assumed for the various 
elements in the abstract model do in fact hold in the realization. With regard to the 
properties of § 28.2, 2(c), see [2*], 
Now we show that the operation o applied to a basis B(t) = (C/(t), V(t)) of an 
oscillatory differential equation (q) in the interval j == (•— oo, oo), and an arbitrary phase 
function x(t)9 may be realized by means of the Kummer transformation 
/ Ur. Vx \ 
(U, K ) o * = — - , — - • (28.11) 
\V\x\ V\x\) 
For brevity, in the formula (11), and in what follows, we omit the variable t. 
Let a be a proper first phase of B, b be a phase of (qaz) and e be that phase of 
(—1) determined uniquely by the relation ax = eb; finally, let B& be a basis of (qax) 
with proper first phase b. 
Then we have, in the first place, the formula 
B = V a W M 
\/\a | 
and on taking account of (12) and (7), the further relationships 
B o x = Jfe - — - — — Bh = Vabs| |B| | " V-bs | |B 6 
1 Jře&b = —TTTT — 4 - T . & eb = 
V\b'\ ' Vl*'l V\e'b\ 
g$eb = —-——3Sax 
V\{eb)'\' V\(ax)' 
1 1 -a 
3Sax V\x'\ V\a'x\ 
1 1 
Bx. 
%/abs HBII V\x' 
This establishes the formula (11). In particular, the operation o applied to an integral 
Y of(q) and a phase function x is realized by the Kummer transformation 
Yx 
i o x = — (28.13) 
V M 
Finally, we make the remark that when the concept of abstract dispersions is realized 
on the above lines, known results from the analytic theory of dispersions reappear; 
for instance, formula (13.10). 
